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Abstract

Language runtime systems are increasingly being
enbedded in systems to support runtime extensibility via
mobile code. Such systems raise a number of concerns
when the code running in such systems is potentially
buggy or untrusted. While sophisticated access controls
have been designed for mobile code and are shipping as
part of commercial systems such as Java, there is no sup-
port for terminatingmobile code short of terminating the
entire language runtime. This paper presents a concept
called “soft termination” which can be applied to virtu-
ally any mobile code system. Soft termination allows
mobile code threads to be safely terminated while pre-
serving the stability of the language runtime. In addition,
function bodies can be permanently disabled, thwarting
attacks predicated on system threads eventually calling
untrusted functions. We present a formal design for
soft termination and an implementation of it for Java,
built using Java bytecode rewriting, and demonstrating
reasonable performance (5-40% slowdowns on bench-
marks).

1 Introduction

In recent years, many systems have turned to lan-
guage runtime systems for enforcement of security.
Language-based enforcement of security was popular-
ized by Java [26, 33, 41] and the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM), which were adopted by Netscape for its Naviga-
tor 2.0 browser in 1995. Java promised an environment
where untrusted and malicious code (hereafter called a
“codelet”1) could run safely inside the Web browser, en-

1The term “codelet” is also used in artificial intelligence, numerical
processing, XML tag processing, and PDA software, all with slightly
different meanings. When we say “codelet,” we refer to a small pro-
gram meant to be executed in conjunction with or as an internal com-
ponent of a larger program.

hancing the user’s Web experience without jeopardiz-
ing the user’s security. Rather than using kernel-based
protection, the JVM would run inside the same address
space as the browser, providing protection and separa-
tion as a side-effect of enforcing its type system. A
combination of static and dynamic type checking would
serve to prevent a malicious codelet from forging a ref-
erence to an arbitrary memory location and subverting
the system. In addition to its applications within Web
browsers, codelets have also been touted for OS ker-
nel extensions, active networking, extensible databases,
agent-based negotiating systems, and presumably other
problem domains.

The promise of Java may be attractive, but a large num-
ber of security flaws have been discovered in Java since
its release [12, 13, 36, 42]. Significant strides have
been made at understanding the type system [1, 22,
46, 16, 17, 10, 11, 43] and protecting the Java sys-
tem classes from being manipulated into violating se-
curity [51, 52, 25, 18, 19], but efforts to control re-
source exhaustion have lagged behind. A simple infi-
nite loop will still freeze the latest Web browsers. The
most successful systems to date either run the JVMs in
separate processes or machines [34, 14, 44], surrender-
ing any performance benefits from running the JVM to-
gether with its host application, or create a process-like
abstraction inside the JVM [4, 49, 29, 5]. These process
abstractions either complicate memory sharing or make
it completely impossible.

This paper describes a new language runtime-based
mechanism called soft termination. While it is not spe-
cific to Java, soft termination can be deployed on Java,
and we present a Java-based implementation. Soft ter-
mination is intended to be invoked either by an admin-
istrator or by a system resource monitor which has con-
cluded that a codelet is exceeding its allotted resources
and may no longer be allowed to run. Soft termina-
tion provides semantics similar to the UNIX ps and
kill commands while preserving system integrity af-
ter termination, yet requires neither process-like struc-



tures nor limits on memory sharing. Our implemen-
tation of soft termination is defined as a code-to-code
transformation, and is thus more easily portable across
languages and implementations of the same language.
Soft termination supports two kinds of program termi-
nation: safe thread termination and safe code disabling.
Safe thread termination must deal with cases where the
target thread is currently executing critical system code
that may not necessarily be designed to respond to an
asynchronous signal. Safe codelet disabling must deal
with cases where future threads may invoke functions of
the disabled codelet, yet the codelet should not be able
to “hijack” the thread and continue execution.

In the following sections, we discuss the concept of soft
termination, and present our implementation. Section 2
discusses how prior work has addressed these concerns.
Section 3 formalizes and describes what we mean by
termination. Section 4 describes our Java-based imple-
mentation of soft termination, and mentions a number
of Java-specific issues that we encountered. We present
performance measurements in section 5. Finally, sec-
tion 6 describes our experience integrating soft termina-
tion with a Java-based Web server.

2 Related work

Systems such as Smalltalk [24], Pilot [40], Cedar [48],
Lisp Machines [6], and Oberon [53] have taken advan-
tage of language-based mechanisms to provide OS-like
services. Perhaps as early as the Burroughs B5000 series
computers [38], language based mechanisms were used
for security purposes. More recently, language-based
enforcement of security was popularized by Java, origi-
nally deployed byNetscape for its Navigator 2.0 browser
in 1995 to run untrusted applets.

However, these systems provide little or no support for
resource management on the programs they run. A num-
ber of projects have been developed to address this. A
recent Scheme system called MrEd [21] supports thread
termination and management of resources like open files
but has no way of disabling code from running in future
threads. Some systems, such as PLAN [30], restrict the
language to guarantee that programs will terminate. In
general, many language systems support interactive de-
bugging, which includes the ability to interrupt a running
program and inspect its state. This can be performed
with operating-system services or by generating inline
code to respond to an external debugger.

Much of the recent research in this area has been focused
on the Java programming language. PERC [37], for in-
stance, is a Java-derived language that extends Java to
support asynchronous exceptions. A programmer may
specify blocks with provable limits on their runtime and
asynchronous exceptions are deferred until the block
completes execution.

J-Kernel [29, 45] is a system for managing multiple Java
codelets running in the same JVM. It is written entirely
in Java, giving it the advantage of working with multiple
JVMs with minimal adjustment. It is implemented as
a transformation on Java bytecode as the bytecodes are
loaded by the system. While these papers mention ter-
mination, no details are presented for how termination
might be supported.

JRes [9] is a resource management system for Java.
Bytecode rewriting is used to instrument memory allo-
cation and object finalization in order to maintain a de-
tailed accounting of memory usage. Again, termination
is mentioned, but no significant details are provided.

KaffeOS [2, 3] provides an explicit process-like ab-
straction for Java codelets. KaffeOS is implemented as
a heavily customized JVM with significant changes to
the underlying language runtime system and system li-
braries. Code termination is supported in the same man-
ner as a traditional operating system: user codelets are
strongly separated from the kernel by running in sepa-
rate heaps. Memory references across heaps are heavily
restricted. Bernadat et. al. [5] and van Doorn [50] de-
scribe similar systems that customize a JVM in order to
support better memory account and security. van Doorn
takes advantage of lightweight mechanisms provided by
an underlyingmicro-kernel. KaffeOS provides a style of
termination we call hard termination (see section 3.2).
It’s not clear how termination is supported in the other
systems.

3 System Design

A large space of possible designs exist for supporting
termination in language runtimes. We first consider the
naı̈ve solutions and explain the hard problems raised by
their failings. We then discuss how operating systems
perform termination and finally, describe our own sys-
tem.



3.1 Naı̈ve termination

One naı̈ve solution to termination would be to iden-
tify undesired threads and simply remove them from the
thread scheduler. This technique is used by Java’s dep-
recated Thread.destroy() operation [47]. Unfor-
tunately, there are numerous reasons this cannot work in
practice.

Critical sections A thread may be in a critical section
of system code, holding a lock, and updating a
system data structure. Descheduling the thread
would either leave the system in a deadlock sit-
uation (if the lock is not released) or leave the sys-
tem data structures in an undefined state, poten-
tially destabilizing the entire system (if the lock is
forcibly released).

Boundary-crossing threads In an object-oriented sys-
tem, a program wishing to inspect or manipu-
late an object invokes methods on that object.
When memory sharing is unrestricted between the
system and its codelets or among the codelets,
these method invocations could allow a malicious
codelet to “hijack” the thread from its caller and
perhaps never release it. This is especially a con-
cern if the thread in question is performing system
functions, such as finalizing dead objects prior to
garbage collection.

Blocking calls The language runtime system has sup-
port for making native OS system calls. A thread
should not be descheduled while it is blocking on
a system call such as an I/O call.

Another naı̈ve solution is to force an asynchronous
exception, as done by Java’s deprecated Thread.
stop() operation [47]. While this exception will wait
for blocking calls to complete, it may still occur inside
a critical section of system code. In addition, blocking
calls could potentially never return, resulting in a non-
terminable thread. Finally, a workaround is needed to
prevent user-level code from catching the exception.

3.2 Hard termination

Operating systems like Unix support termination by
carefully separating the kernel from the user program.
When a process is executing in user space, the kernel is
free to immediately deschedule all user threads and re-
claim the resources in use.

If the process is executing in the kernel, termination
is normally delayed; a flag is checked when the ker-
nel is about to return control to the user process. In
cases where the kernel may perform an operation that
could potentially block forever (e.g., reading from the
network), the kernel may implement additional logic to
interrupt the system call. Other system calls, those that
complete in a guaranteed finite time, need not check
whether their user process has been terminated, as the
kernel will handle the termination signal on the way out.
We call such a mechanism a hard termination system be-
cause once termination is signaled, user-level code may
be terminated immediately with no harmful side-effects.

3.3 Soft termination

Unlike a traditional operating system, the boundary be-
tween user and system code in a language runtime is
harder to define. While all code within the system is gen-
erally tagged with its protection domain, there is nothing
analogous to a system call boundary where termination
signals can be enforced. Furthermore, because a thread
could easily cross from user to system code and back
many times, there may never be a correct time at which
it becomes safe to terminate a thread.

This section introduces a design we call soft termination
and describes the properties we would find desirable. We
present an implementation of soft termination based on
code rewriting for a simplified language and prove that
all programs will terminate when signaled to do so.

3.3.1 Key ideas

Soft termination is based on the idea that a codelet may
be instrumented to check for a termination condition
during the normal course of its operation. Our goal is
to perform these checks as infrequently as necessary —
only enough to ensure that a codelet may not execute an
infinite loop. Furthermore, as with the Unix kernel, we
would like the termination of a codelet to not disturb any
system code it may be using at the time it is terminated,
thus preserving system correctness.

The soft termination checks are analogous to safe points
– used by garbage collection systems and some debug-
ging environments. In the same way as we would like to
check for a termination flag, these systems build checks
for low-memory conditions or debugger interrupts di-
rectly into the application.



P Γ M
Γ D D
D define f x M
M f M if M M M let x M M try M M throw V
V x true false c
E [] f V E M if E M M try E M let x V x E x M M

final states V error

Figure 1: Simple language used for our analysis.

E f V E V0 if f built-in primitives
E f V error if f built-in primitives

f V is undefined or
define f x M Γ

E f V E V /x M if define f x M Γ
E if true M1 M2 E M1
E if false M1 M2 E M2
E if V M1 M2 error if V true false
E try V M E V

E let x V M E V / x M
E f V throw M E throw

E if throw M1 M2 E throw
E try throw M E M

E throw error
E let x V x throw xM M E throw

eval Γ M V if Γ M V
error if Γ M error

Figure 2: An operational semantics for our language.

(1) X ΓM X Γ X M
(2) X D D X D X D
(3) X define f x M define f x X M
(4) X f M let t X M if CheckTermination throw f t
(5) X if M M M if X M X M X M
(6) X try M M try X M X M
(7) X throw throw
(8) X let xM M let x X M X M
(9) X V V

Figure 3: The soft termination transformation.



3.3.2 Formal design

For our analysis, we begin with a simple programming
language having methods or functions, conditional ex-
pressions, and simple exceptions (see figures 1 and 2).
In our language, a program is a collection of func-
tion definitions followed by an expression to be evalu-
ated. A function body contains function/method calls
as well as primitive operations, conditionals, and excep-
tions. A CheckTermination expression is assumed to
return a boolean value, indicating whether termination
for the current codelet has been externally (and asyn-
chronously) requested. We write the semantics of our
language using the same style as Felleisen andHieb [20].

The soft termination transformation, X , is described in
figure 3. Rule 4 of this transformation inserts the check
for termination before every function invocation. The
other rules describe how the transformation continues
recursively on expressions.

Proving that a transformed program terminates in a fi-
nite time, given that CheckTermination returns true,
is a straightforward exercise. First, we state without
proof that our language semantics are consistent and
well-formed and that there are no collisions or unbound
names in the name-space (i.e., every reference to a func-
tion or variable can be bound to a single definition).

Next, we start with all possible expressions M from
figure 1. After applying X to M, and assuming
CheckTermination is true, we wish to show the pro-
gram enters a “locked” state, where termination is guar-
anteed. We call this Mlock.

Mlock let t Mlock a
if CheckTermination
throw f t

if CheckTermination b
throw f V

if true throw f V c
if Mlock Mlock Mlock d
let x Mlock Mlock e
try Mlock Mlock f
throw g
V h

To prove termination, we must show that, once
CheckTermination returns true, Mlock is closed un-
der program stepping, and that the syntactic length of
the program will be strictly decreasing.

Closure may be stated as follows: if M M , and
M Mlock, thenM Mlock. By inspection, for all possi-

ble expressions in Mlock, we observe that our semantics
preserves closure.

The syntactic length property may be stated as follows:
starting with an initial expression M0 Mlock, we wish
to prove that M M whereM0 M M : M M .
For cases d through h , the relevant semantic rules in
figure 2 clearly guarantee M M . Likewise, while
CheckTermination is true, a b c g ,
reducing the program’s syntactic length on each step.

When a program is executing when
CheckTermination is initially false and becomes
true at an arbitrary time, the expression being eval-
uated may not be in Mlock. The case where this
matters is when termination is requested just after
stepping case b . b would step outside Mlock:
b if false throw f V f V b .
The final step to b expands the program’s syntactic
length. However, it also brings the program back to
Mlock as the body of f was subject to the X transfor-
mation. Thereafter, the program length will be strictly
decreasing and the program will clearly terminate when
M 1 (i.e., a value or error).

Codelet, system, and blocking code Termination be-
comes trickier when blocking calls are introduced and
when we distinguish between codelet and system code.
Figure 4 introduces an extension to our little language
where functions are labeled as to the origin of their
code, and whether or not they block. The blocking label
would normally be applied to system functions known
to block, such as I/O operations. By convention, ev-
ery blocking function fblocking is defined to have some
roughly equivalent fnonblocking which returns a tuple con-
taining a boolean and a value. The boolean indicates
whether the call succeeded and if so, the value is the re-
sult. Polling fnonblocking is intended to be semantically
equivalent to calling fblocking.

The transformation in figure 5 is more complex than that
of figure 3 so it bears some explanation.

Rules 3a through 3c describe the transformation on func-
tion definitions. Rules 3a and 3b say that system code
and codelets have separate transformations, Xsystem and
Xcodelet, respectively. Rule 3c says a non-blockingwrap-
per is created for every blocking function. In this case,
the wrapper invokes the non-blocking call equivalent to
the original. If the call succeeds, the value is returned.
Otherwise, the wrapper polls to see if termination has
been indicated and throws an exception if it has. Other-
wise, the non-blocking call is recursively polled again.



P Γ M
Γ D D
L system codelet
D define L f x M

define blocking fblocking x fnonblocking M
M f M if M M M let x M M try M M throw V
V x true false c
E [] f V E M if E M M try E M let x V x E x M M

final states V error

Figure 4: An extended language for analysis distinguishing codelets from system code.

(1) X Γ M X Γ Xcodelet M
(2) X D D X D X D
(3a) X define codelet f x M define f x Xcodelet M
(3b) X define system f x M define f x Xsystem M
(3c) X define blocking fblocking x define fwrapper x

fnonblocking M let b t fnonblocking x
if b t if CheckTermination throw fblocking x

define fblocking x M
(4a) Xcodelet f M let t Xcodelet M

if CheckTermination throw X f t
(4b) Xsystem f M X f Xsystem M
(5a) X fblocking fwrapper if define blocking fblocking fnonblocking Γ
(5b) X f f otherwise
(6a) Xcodelet if M M M if Xcodelet M Xcodelet M Xcodelet M
(6b) Xsystem if M M M if Xsystem M Xsystem M Xsystem M

Figure 5: The soft termination transformation with codelets and blocking calls.
Note the domain of this transformation is in language of figure 1 with a small extension to allow multiple return
values. The semantics of figure 2 apply.



When soft termination is implemented in a concrete lan-
guage, other mechanisms may be available to create
these wrappers.

Rules 4a and 4b describe how function calls are han-
dled for Xsystem and Xcodelet. For codelets, the termina-
tion checks are added, just as in figure 3. For system
code, no termination checks are added. The purpose of
this is to avoid destabilizing system code. When termi-
nation is desired, it will only change the control flow
of the codelet, not the system. If system code makes
an up-call to a codelet, it becomes possible for a termi-
nated codelet to throw an exception. System code would
be responsible for catching this exception and proceed-
ing appropriately. In a mobile code environment, where
codelets are untrusted, system code must already be pre-
pared for such up-calls to throw exceptions, but system
code now need not be concerned with asynchronous ter-
mination.

Rules 5a and 5b describe how blocking function calls are
replaced with calls to their non-blocking wrappers. The
remainder of the rules describe how the transformation
continues recursively on expressions.

Despite the domain of the transformation in figure 5 be-
ing within the language of figures 1 and 2, we can no
longer prove termination; system code may have infinite
loops. It is now the programmer’s responsibility to la-
bel all code that may potentially have such infinite loops
and provide some kind of non-blocking wrappers. It’s
important to point out that a program consisting strictly
of functions labeled Xcodelet will be transformed to pre-
cisely the same result as if it were written in the sim-
pler language, and thus can be terminated. When con-
trol flow is executing in a system function, the termi-
nation checks will be deferred. When control flow is
executing in a codelet function, termination will happen
normally. This also addresses the the boundary-crossing
thread concern (see section 3.1): if system code calls a
function within a terminated codelet, that function will
be guaranteed to terminate in a finite time, and thus a
system thread cannot be “hijacked.”

4 Java Implementation

In an effort to understand the practical issues involved
with soft termination, we implemented it for Java as a
transformation on Java bytecodes. Our implementation
relies on a number of Java-specific features. We also ad-
dress a number of Java-specific quirks that would hope-

fully not pose a problem in other language systems.

4.1 Termination check insertion

Java compilers normally output Java bytecode. Every
Java source file is translated to one or more class files,
later loaded dynamically by the JVM as the classes are
referenced by a running program. JVMs know how
to load class files directly from the disk or indirectly
through “class loaders,” invoked as part of Java’s dy-
namic linking mechanism. A class loader, among other
things, embodies Java’s notion of a name space. Ev-
ery class is tagged with the class loader that installed
it, such that a class with unresolved references is linked
against other classes from the same source. A class
loader provides an ideal location to rewrite Java byte-
code, implementing the soft termination transformation.
A codelet appears in Java as a set of classes loaded by
the same class loader. System code is naturally loaded
by a different class loader than codelets, allowing us to
naturally implement the codelet transform (Xcodelet) sep-
arately from the system code transform (Xsystem).

Our implementation uses the freely available CFParse
and JOIE packages [32, 7], which provide convenient
bytecode file parsing and manipulation.

The basic structure of our bytecode modification is ex-
actly as described in section 3.3.2. A static boolean field
is added to every Java class, initially set to false. The
CheckTermination operation, implemented in-line, tests
if this field is true, and if so, calls a handler method that
decides whether to throw an exception. As an extension
to the semantics of figure 5, we allow threads and thread
groups to be terminated as well as specific codelets, re-
gardless of the running thread. The termination handler,
when invoked, compares its caller and its current thread
against a list of known termination targets. Note that, if
the boolean field is set to false, the runtime overhead is
only the cost of loading and checking the value, and then
branching forward to the remainder of the method body.

Figure 6 shows how the codelet soft termination trans-
form (Xcodelet) would be applied to a Java method invo-
cation.

4.2 Control flow

Java has a much richer control flow than the little lan-
guage introduced earlier. First and foremost, Java byte-
code has a general-purpose branch instruction. We do



getstatic termination signal Z
ifeq SKIP
invokestatic termination handler()V

SKIP: original invoke instruction

Figure 6: Bytecodes inserted into Java for the soft termi-
nation check.

nothing special for forward branches, but we treat back-
ward branches as if they were method invocations and
perform the appropriate code transformation. An addi-
tional special case wemust handle is a branch instruction
which targets itself.

Java bytecode also supports many constructions that
have no equivalent Java source code representation. In
particular, it is possible to arrange for the catch portion
of an exception handler to be equal to the try portion.
That means an exception handler can be defined to han-
dle its own exceptions. Such a construction allows for
infinite loops without any method invocation or back-
ward branching. While such code should most likely be
rejected by the Java bytecode verifier, as it is not allowed
in the JVM specification [33], the bytecode verifier cur-
rently treats such constructions as valid. We specifically
check for and reject programswith overlappingtry and
catch blocks.

Suppose a try block includes the first instruction of a
method, and the first instruction of the respectivecatch
block recursively invokes the method. This situation
could result in an infinite recursive loop. To avoid this
problem, we specify that the checks we insert at the be-
ginning of a method are not covered by any exception
block. Then, if the class has been signaled to terminate,
any method we enter will immediately fail.

Lastly, Java bytecode supports a notion of subroutines
within a Java method using the jsr and ret instruc-
tions. jsr pushes a return address on the stack which
ret consumes before returning. The Java bytecode ver-
ifier imposes a number of restrictions on how these in-
structions may be used. In particular, a return address is
an opaque type which may be consumed at most once.
The verifier’s intent is to insure that these instructions
may be used only to create subroutines, not general-
purpose branching. As such, we instrumentjsr instruc-
tions the same way we would instrument a method invo-
cation and we do nothing for ret instructions.

4.3 Blocking calls

To address blocking calls, we follow the transformation
outlined in section 3.3.2. Luckily, all blocking method
calls in the Java system libraries are native methods
(implemented in C) and can be easily enumerated and
studied by examining the source code of the Java class
libraries.

Java provides a mechanism for interrupting block-
ing calls: Thread.interrupt(). This method
causes the blocking method to throw a java.
lang.InterruptedException or java.io.
InterruptedIOException exception. While the
X transformation is defined to poll a non-blocking ver-
sion, we would prefer to take advantage of the interrup-
tion support already inside the JVM.

To accomplish this, we must track which threads are cur-
rently blocking and the codelets on behalf of whom they
are blocking. The wrapper classes now get the current
thread and save it in a global table for later reference. In
order to learn the codelet on whose behalf we are about
to block, we take advantage of the stack inspection prim-
itives built into modern Java systems [52, 25].

Stack inspection provides two primitives that we
use: java.security.AccessController.
doPrivileged() and getContext().
getContext() returns an array of Protec-
tionDomains that map one-to-one with codelets.
The ProtectionDomain identities are then saved
alongside the current thread before the blocking call is
performed.

When we wish to terminate a codelet, we look up
whether it is currently waiting on a blocked call, and
only then do we interrupt the thread.

Taking advantage of another property of Java stack in-
spection, we can distinguish between blocking calls be-
ing performed on behalf of system code and those be-
ing performed indirectly by a codelet. Generally, we
would rather not interrupt a blocking call if system code
is depending on its result and system state could be-
come corrupted if the call were interrupted. On the other
hand, we have no problem interrupting a blocking call if
only a codelet is depending on its result. Java system
code already uses doPrivileged() to mark regions
of privileged system code and getContext() to get
dynamic traces for making access control checks. These
regions are exactly the same regions where preserving
system integrity upon termination is important; if sys-



tem code is using its own security privileges, it wants the
operation to succeed regardless of its caller’s privileges.
Thus, we overload the semantics of these existing secu-
rity primitives to include whether blocking calls should
be interrupted.

4.4 Invoking termination

Our system supports three kinds of termination: ter-
mination of individual threads, termination of thread
groups, and termination of codelets.

To terminate a thread or thread group, we must map the
threads we wish to terminate to the set of codelets po-
tentially running those threads and set the termination
signal on all classes belonging to the target codelet. Fur-
thermore, we must check if any of these threads are cur-
rently blocking and interrupt them, as appropriate (see
section 4.3). At this point, the thread requesting ter-
mination performs a Thread.join() on the target
thread(s), waiting until they complete execution. Once
the target thread has completed, the termination signals
are cleared and execution returns to its normal perfor-
mance.

If multiple threads are executing concurrently over the
same set of classes and only one is terminated, the other
threads may experience degraded performance while the
target is still running because the termination signal will
be true, and the termination handler will be invoked,
only to return shortly thereafter.

In the case where we wish to terminate a specific codelet,
disabling all its classes forever, we simply set the termi-
nation signal on all classes in the codelet and immedi-
ately return. Any code that invokes a method on a dis-
abled class will receive an exception indicating the class
has been terminated.

Note that termination requests can be handled concur-
rently. A potential for deadlock occurs where a thread
could request its own termination, or where a cycle of
threads may request each others’ termination. In pro-
duction, where a user is manually terminating threads
or codelets, this would not be an issue. The termina-
tion operation itself should not be provided to untrusted
codelets. Instead, it is protected using the same security
mechanisms as other Java privileged calls.

4.5 Optimizations

If a Java method contains a large number of method in-
vocations, the transformed method may be significantly
larger than the original, causing performance problems.
We address this concern by observing that we get simi-
lar termination semantics by adding the soft termination
check at the entry points to methods rather than at the
call sites. So long as a soft termination check occurs
either before or immediately after a method invocation,
the resulting program will execute the same.

A more aggressive optimization, which we have not
yet performed, would be an interprocedural analysis of
methods that can be statically determined to always ter-
minate in a finite time. If a method has no backward
branches or method invocations, we can statically label it
as known-terminating. Then, when a known-terminating
method is to be invoked, no termination check would
need to be inserted. This could have a significant perfor-
mance benefit for “getter” and “setter” methods. If ter-
mination checks are performed at method entry points as
described above, then known-terminating methods can
simply omit the termination check at their entry point,
allowing for a completely local optimization.

Globally, it would be possible to generalize known-
terminating methods. If a method only invokes known-
terminating methods and has no backward branches,
then it may also be defined to be known-terminating. A
global analysis is not generally possible with Java dy-
namic loading (where classes are not available until run-
time), although it could be possible in Java systems that
support dynamic class reloading such as HotSpot [27].

4.6 Synchronization

A particularly tricky aspect of supporting soft termina-
tion in a Java system is supporting Java’s synchroniza-
tion primitives.

The Java language and virtual machine specifications are
not clear on how the system behaves when a deadlock is
encountered [26, 33]. With Sun’s JDK 1.2.1, the only
way to recover from a deadlock is to terminate the JVM.
Obviously, this is an unsatisfactory solution. Ideally, we
would like to see a modification to the JVM where lock-
ing primitives such as the monitorenter bytecode
are interruptible as are other blocking calls in Java. We
could then apply standard deadlock detection techniques
and chose the threads to interrupt.



Additionally, it is possible to construct Java classes
where the the monitorenter and monitorexit
operations are not properly balanced. Despite the fact
that there exist no equivalent Java source programs, cur-
rent JVM bytecode verifiers accept such programs. As
such, it is possible for a malicious program to acquire a
series of locks and terminate without those locks being
released until the JVM terminates.

Our current system makes no attempt to address these
issues.

4.7 Thread scheduling

Our work fundamentally assumes the Java thread system
is preemptive. This was not the case in many early Java
implementations. Without a preemptive scheduler, a ma-
licious codelet could enter an infinite loop and no other
thread would have the opportunity to run and request the
termination of the malicious thread. This would defeat
soft termination.

4.8 System code interruptibility

Our work fundamentally assumes that all system meth-
ods that may be invoked by a codelet will either return in
a finite time or will reach a blocking native method call
which can be interrupted. It may be possible to construct
an input to system code that will cause the system code
itself to have an infinite loop. Addressing this concern
would require a lengthy audit of the system code to guar-
antee there exist no possible inputs to system functions
that may infinitely loop.

4.9 Memory consistency models

The Java language defines a relaxed consistency model
where updates need not be propagatedwithout the use of
locking primitives. In our current prototype, we use no
synchronization primitives when accessing this variable.
Since external updates to the termination signal could
potentially be ignored by the running method, this could
defeat the soft termination system.

Instead, we take advantage of Java’s volatile modi-
fier. This modifier is provided to guarantee that changes
must be propagated immediately [26]. On the bench-
mark platformwe used, the performance impact of using

volatile versus not using it is negligible. However,
on other platforms, especially multiprocessing systems,
this may not be the case.

4.10 Defensive security

Our prototype implementation makes no attempt to pro-
tect itself from bytecode designed specifically to attack
the termination system (e.g., setting the termination flag
to false, either directly or through Java’s reflection inter-
face). Such protection could be added as a verification
step before the bytecode rewriting.

5 Performance

We measured the performance of our soft termination
system using Sun Microsystems Ultra 10 workstations
(440 MHz UltraSparc II CPU’s, 128 MB memory, So-
laris 2.6), and Sun’s Java 2, version 1.2.1 build 4, which
includes a JIT. Our benchmarks were compiled with
the corresponding version of javac with optimization
turned on.

We used two classes of benchmark programs: mi-
crobenchmarks that test the impact of soft termination
on various Java language constructs (and also measuring
worst case performance), and macrobenchmarks which
represent a number of real-world applications.

5.1 Microbenchmarks

We first measured a series of microbenchmarks to stress-
test the JVM with certain language constructs: looping,
exception handling, synchronization, and I/O. We used
a microbenchmark package developed at University of
California, San Diego, and modified at University of
Arizona for the Sumatra Project [28, 39]. The results
are shown in figure 7.

As one would expected, tight loops suffered the worst
slow-downs: roughly a factor of two. When we rewrite
the loop, the termination check costs roughly the same
as the original loop termination check, so it’s sensible to
see a factor of two performance degradation.

For other microbenchmarks, we see much smaller over-
heads. The overhead of handling exceptions, performing
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Figure 8: Performance of rewritten application class files
relative to the performance of the corresponding original
class files.

synchronization, or doing I/O operations dominates the
cost of checking for termination. The largest overhead
of these was 14% for the synchronization microbench-
mark. This benchmark is a tight loop with a small syn-
chronized block within it. The additional overhead can
be attributed to rewriting the backward branch at the end
of the loop.

For the I/O and exception-handling microbenchmarks,
the performance figures are much better. As expected,
our modifications should have a negligible effect in these
areas. Since I/O and exception handling are relatively
costly operations, modifications don’t have a significant
impact on the performance.

5.2 Application benchmarks

We benchmarked the real-world applications
JavaCup [31], Linpack [15], Jess [23], and JOTP [35].
These programs were chosen to provide sufficiently
broad insight into our system’s performance.

JavaCup, a parser-generator, was chosen to demonstrate
how the rewritten classes perform in handling text pro-
cessing. Jess, an expert system, was chosen to demon-
strate the performance of the rewritten classes in han-
dling symbolic data and solving logic problems. Lin-
pack is a loop-intensive floating-point benchmark. JOTP
is a one-time password generator which uses a crypto-
graphic hash function. The results are shown in figure 8.

For the JavaCup test, we generated a parser for the
Java 1.1 grammar. There was a modest 8% increase in
execution time. For the Jess test, we ran several of the
sample problems included with Jess through the system,
and calculated the cumulative runtimes. There was a 7%
increase in execution time. Both JavaCup and Jess rep-
resent applications whose performance is not dependent
on tight loops. Instead, these applications spend more of
their time performing I/O and symbolic computations.
Their performance closely tracks the performance of the
I/O microbenchmark.

For the Java OTP generator, we generated a one-time
password from a randomly-chosen seed and password,
using 200,000 iterations. There was a 43% increase
in runtime. For the Linpack benchmark, there was
a 22% increase in runtime. Both JOTP and Linpack
are loop-intensive programs, so we would expect their
performance to more closely track the loop-based mi-
crobenchmarks. Indeed, the slowdown for JOTP and
Linpack is much worse than JavaCup and Jess, but it’s



Microbenchmarks Application Benchmarks
Microbenchmark Checks per Second Application Benchmark Checks per Second
Empty Loop 1 417 108 JavaCup 2 771 107

Loop Field Operation 1 054 108 Jess 1 013 107

Loop Method Invocation 1 197 108 JOTP 4 102 107

Exceptions 8 551 107 Linpack 3 128 108

Synchronization 1 674 108

Input/Output 3 557 106

Figure 9: Average number of termination checks performed per one second increase in runtime for the micro and
application benchmarks.

still much better than the worse case represented by the
microbenchmarks.

5.3 Termination check overhead

Finally, to gauge the actual impact of our class file mod-
ifications, we counted the number of times we checked
the termination flag for each benchmark. Using this, we
calculated the number of termination checks being per-
formed per every second increase in runtime overhead.
The results for all benchmarks are listed in figure 9.

For the three looping microbenchmarks, We found that
over 100 000 000 checks are performed for every sec-
ond of runtime overhead. This evaluates to less than
5 CPU cycles for each check performed. For the ex-
ception, synchronization, and input/output microbench-
marks, the cost of performing these original operations
far outweighs the overhead of the checks, so the number
of termination checks per second is not as significant in
determining the performance impact. An extreme ex-
ample of this is the input/output test. While we mea-
sured approximately 3 500 000 checks per second, the
overhead of performing the actual I/O operations over-
shadow this.

The application benchmarks reflect the results of the mi-
crobenchmarks. The loop-intensive JOTP and Linpack
register approximately 41 000 000 and 310 000 000
checks per second, respectively. The results for JavaCup
and Jess, of over 27 000 000 and 10 000 000 checks
per second, respectively, are more in line with the I/O
microbenchmark results.

These performance figures seem to indicate that for real-
world applications, the showdown will be roughly pro-
portional to how much the application’s performance is

dependent on tight loops. Applications which have tight
loops may experience at worst a factor of two slowdown
and more commonly 20 40%. Applications without
tight loops can expect more modest slowdowns, most
likely below 10%. The number of termination checks
the system can perform per second seems not to be a
limiting factor in system performance.

6 Real-World Test Case

In order to demonstrate our soft termination system, we
integrated it into the Jigsaw web server. Jigsaw is a free,
open Java-based web server which supports servlets [8].
We integrated our bytecode-rewriting system into the
servlet loader for Jigsaw. Thus, every servlet that is
loaded into Jigsaw is first rewritten to support soft ter-
mination.

We also wrote an administrative screen similar to the
top utility in UNIX. It provides a list of all active
servlets on the system. It also gives an option to ter-
minate a servlet. Selecting this option activates the ter-
minate signal in the specified servlet. We observed that
servlets would take at most ten seconds to terminate.

7 Conclusion

While Java and other general-purpose language-based
systems for codelets have good support for memory pro-
tection, authorization, and access controls, there is little
support for termination. Without termination, a system
can be vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks or even to
bugs where a faulty codelet has an infinite loop.



We have introduced a concept we call soft termination,
along with a formal design and an implementation for
Java that allows for asynchronous and safe termination
of misbehaving or malicious codelets. Soft termination
can be implemented without making any changes to the
underlying language or runtime system. Our Java imple-
mentation relies solely on class-file bytecode rewriting,
making it portable across Java systems and easier to con-
sider applying to non-Java systems. In real-world bench-
marks, our system shows slow-downs of 10 40%, al-
thoughwe expect that this could be significantly lowered
if we were willing to tie our system more closely to a
specific Java implementation.

A larger research area remains: building language run-
times that support the general process-management se-
mantics of operating systems. Because language run-
times allow and take advantage of threads and memory
references that easily cross protection boundaries, tradi-
tional operating system processes may not be the appro-
priate in this new setting. Opportunities exist to design
newmechanisms to add these semantics to programming
language runtimes.
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